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Minutes of meeting held on 2nd May, 2013. 

After formation recently, the first Executive Body meeting of DMWPOA held 

on 02/05/2013 where the followings were present- 

1. Sh. Ramesh Lal            Dy.FA&CAO                President 

2.,,   Shalik Ram               AWM                       General Secretary 

3.,, R.S.Chaudhary            AFA                        Addnl.Secretary   

4 .,, Mittar Ishwar                APO                        Joint Secretary 

5. ,, Harcharan Singh         AEE                         Member 

6.  ,, N.K. Chawla,               AEN                          Member 

7. ,, C.M.S. Rawat               AWM                        Member 

8. ,,C.S. Choudhary             AWM                        Member           

Being first meeting of the body after formation, it was just an introductory 

meeting and some vital basic points concerning the association as under 

were discussed- 

1. At the outset, president emphasized to ensure that Acknowledgement 

Receipt/Certificate for contribution towards benevolent funds is provided 

to each member. Such receipt/acknowledgement in respect of difference 

amount paid by senior members also be ensured. 

2. Recovery of  monthly contribution be started immediately in respect of 

new entrants along with arrear due if any. 

3. President also informed that one time contribution of  र 2500 is 

refundable when a member ceases to be such so proper accountal be 

ensured and updated to avoid any problem later on. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A4%B0


4. It was also resolved to revive supply of the magazine PROP and reconcile 

accounts with Central Body. Contribution to the central body be reviewed 

and updated accordingly. 

5. Sh.Rawat, AWM did a commendable job by preparing database of all the 

members and created website of the association ad put it there. Sh.Rawat 

stated that it was under preparation. It was appreciated by all and sundry 

present in the meeting. 

6.  All group B Officers including misc. categories may be given the Grade 

Pay of र 5400 and place in pay band PB-3. In present scenario, Rules and 

provisions for granting र  5400 Grade Pay to Junior Scale Officers after four 

years may be taken up  with Central Body. 

7. Some members raised the issue of transferee INS in Senior Scale thus 

resulting into blockage of promotional avenues of Junior Scale Officers 

waiting for promotion. It has been decided that an introductory meeting be 

held with Administration/CAO [R] and issue be raised both in writing and in 

person. Sh.Mittar Ishwar is to prepare a draft in this regard. 

8. Each and every member present desired that a family get-together [along 

with kids] be arranged to be followed by dinner on a date convenient to all. 

9. The president suggested and it was agreed by all that presently the 

saving bank account of the association with SBOP may be shifted with Kotak 

Mahindra bank to avail the higher interest on saving.   

10. It has been decided that a tea party will be organized with all members 

of association on transfer / retirement of  a member of association and  

momentous will be given having cost approximately र1000. 
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